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Author Bio

As a child, C. L. Lynch would tell adults, “I want to be a writer, but I’ll probably need a day job.” She has
had several day jobs, but nothing could stop her from writing late into the night. A blogger on the World
Moms Blog Network and ghost-writer for a variety of publications, C. L. Lynch has published many pieces
of non-fiction under a variety of names, usually not her own, online and in print media such as Animal
Wellness Magazine.
Her first published novel, Chemistry, is scheduled to be published in December 2016. Her goal was to write
a book which was “the exact opposite of Twilight”, featuring a kick-ass heroine and a respectful love
interest. She ended up with a zombie romantic comedy which a recent reviewer described as “Shaun of
the Dead meets Buffy meets what Twilight could have been.”
C. L. Lynch lives in Vancouver, British Columbia with her husband, two children, and far too many dirty
dishes.
Website: www.cllynch.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cllynchauthor
Instagram: www.intragram.com/c.l.lynch
Twitter: www.twitter.com/lynchauthor
Email: author@cllynch.com

Chemistry
Press Release
Stella Blunt isn’t your standard teen heroine. She’s large, she’s loud, and she has anger management
problems. When her parents move her to a new school, Stella has trouble dropping the who-cares
attitude that she uses as a social shield. Only one person in her new school seems to like her: Howard
Mullins, the shy geek in her Chemistry class. He’s the biggest loser in school, but he’s a good listener and
genuinely respects her for her brain. Then again, he’s a zombie.
When undead hordes start showing up at Stella’s door, she ends up taking on her complicated love life –
and the zombie apocalypse – with strength, passion, and a chainsaw.
Written as a feminist response to Twilight, C. L. Lynch’s characters jump off the page in this entertaining
and fresh literary debut. Chemistry takes on important themes about relationships, trust, and selfesteem, and there is a surprising amount of heart beneath its flippant exterior. Lynch promotes bodypositive, feminist values but disguises them in an irreverent and occasionally gory romp which teens of
both genders will adore.
Chemistry is scheduled for publication in December 2016 by One Tall Tree Press, and will distributed
through Ingram Group. It will be available as a trade paperback (suggested retail $16.99) and kindle
ebook ($3.99).
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Fact Sheet
Author: C. L. Lynch
Publication Date: December 2016
Format: Trade Paperback
Trim: 5.5 X 8.5 inches
Pages: 372
Print ISBN: 978-0-9953070-0-1
Retail Price: 16.99 USD
E-book ISBN: 978-0-9953070-1-8
E-book price: 3.99 USD
Audience: Young Adult (Grade 10 and up)
Categories: YA Romance, Paranormal Romance, SelfEsteem
CIP Categories: Pending
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Q&A
What inspired you to write Chemistry?
Honestly? My thorough dislike of the Twilight series. Don’t get me wrong, I admire Stephenie Meyer for
everything that she has accomplished, but I had some really strong objections to both her writing style
and the message that she was transmitting to teenage girls. I wrote some blog posts about it which got a
lot of attention – it really boosted my traffic – and when National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo)
came around, I decided to sit down and write a book that was the opposite of Twilight. And that book
turned into Chemistry.
So Chemistry started as a Twilight parody?
Sort of. I definitely used Twilight as a jumping-off point, and I’ve slipped little homages to it throughout
the book, which people familiar with Twilight might pick up on, but it was never really a parody. I didn’t
want to mock Meyer’s writing style, or twist it or exaggerate it. Quite the opposite – I wanted to make a
story that was entirely my own, completely different and unique. I just wanted to take everything that
troubled me about Twilight, and turn it upside down.
How did you go about changing those things when you wrote Chemistry?
I made Stella loud and assertive. Stella doesn’t go anywhere she doesn’t want to go. She charges in and
people make way for her. And I made her love interest very respectful and passive. I wanted to show
girls that they can be adored without being abused. Plus, you know, I used zombies instead of vampires.
Let’s talk about that. Why zombies?
Well, vampires are so common in paranormal romance. I’m not sure why girls think vampires are so
sexy. Maybe it’s the penetrative aspect? Anyway. If you want a love interest who is a passive follower
and appreciates a girl for her mind, a zombie seems like the obvious choice. Plus there’s the novelty
factor. There are very few books out there with a zombie love interest, and of them only Warm Bodies
has really caught on. I specifically sought out Warm Bodies after I wrote Chemistry because I wanted to
see how someone else had done the zombie-love thing.

Have you always been interested in zombies?
Definitely not! I’m actually terrified of dead bodies. I used to be completely unable to watch any show
that had dead bodies. I started to watch CSI as a kind of exposure therapy, and it worked. Now I watch
and enjoy The Walking Dead without too many qualms, but it took me a long time. I think writing
Chemistry helped, too. I can control those zombies with my fingertips, and no one could be afraid of
Howie.

One of the other ways that Chemistry is unusual is Stella’s weight. Why did you decide to make her a
size eighteen?
Fat girls are underrepresented in fiction, and when they do appear, they are usually there as FAT girls –
their obesity was created for plot purposes and the plot usually centres around their weight. But I
wanted to show teen girls that you can be overweight and still find love and be active and do kung fu
and kill zombies, and you don’t have to lose weight to have a happily-ever-after.
But Stella does have a bit of a character journey centred around her weight, doesn’t she?
She definitely does, but her weight is not really the issue – it’s how she feels about herself. Stella has
been bullied for many years, and she has trouble controlling her temper. She has a lot of defense
mechanisms built up around all of that and part of her journey is learning to feel truly confident. She
needs to learn to trust other people to see her for who she really is, and like her for who she really is.
Is it true that Chemistry is part of a series?
Yes, and I have the sequel three-quarters-written and the third in the series about a quarter written. I
continued the story every NaNoWriMo, so it’s really just a matter of buckling down and finishing what I
started. Since writing is just about my favourite pastime, that won’t be hard work at all. I hope to have
the sequel, History, completely written and in the works for publication in 2017.

